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Formulation

Laminated Plate Under Bending
Let a Cartesian coordinate system be located in the mid-

plane of the laminate, about which the plate is laminated
symmetrically, such that the x-y plane coincides with the lam-
ination plane and the z axis is perpendicular to that plane.
Under "classical laminate theory" assumptions, the lateral
force and moment equilibrium equations are the following8:
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Introduction

S INCE laminated composite plates with openings are widely
used structural elements in many engineering applica-

tions, the analysis of such structures has been done by nu-
merous researchers. The stress and strain state around the
openings have been presented for a variety of problems. A
large number of problem solutions are presented in the mon-
ographs by Lekhnitskii1'2 and Savin.3 In the formulation of
these problems, the material constitutive law, the geometry,
loading, and boundary conditions are assumed to be given
and the stress and strain state are computed.

In a particular class of structural optimization, the geometry
of the body is obtained as a solution to a particular problem,
for known states of stress, strain, boundary condition and
appropriate constraints (sometimes called inverse problems
for some specific cases). In the latter category, either stress
concentrations are reduced (optimized) by determining the
shape of the openings (harmonic holes), or stress states in the
cut structures with reinforcement are maintained unchanged
to that of the uncut structures (neutral holes).

All previous solutions,3"5 for neutral holes have been ob-
tained for elastic, isotropic sheets under planar states of stress.
In a previous paper,6 the methodology outlined in Ref. 1 was
extended to symmetrically laminated composite plates which
are under planar loading. In the present work, the case of a
symmetrically laminated plate subjected to pure bending mo-
ments is considered. It must be noted that the notion of a
neutral hole in the context of plate flexure assumes a new
meaning. Here, the purpose is to introduce a reinforced cutout
into a plate that will maintain the same moment and curvature
distributions as of the uncut plate throughout.
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Here, Mx, My, and Mxy are the moment resultants (moment
per unit length), Qx, Qy are the shear forces per unit length,
and q is the lateral surface force per unit area acting on the
laminate. From Eq. (1) the following can be deduced in the
absence of a lateral force q. In this way, the equilibrium is
represented with one equation:

d2Mr d2My

dx2 dy2
82MXV

2——T = 0dxdy (2)

The reinforcing member is assumed as a beam element
which has flexural as well as twisting rigidity. With reference
to Figs. 1 and 2 the out-of-plane force and moment equilib-

Fig. 1 Plate with a cutout.
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Fig. 2 Moments and out-of-plane forces acting on the element ABC.
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rium equations for a small portion of the laminate adjacent
to the cutout and including the reinforcement are

dQ = Qy dx - Qx dy

d(T cos a + M sin a) = My dx + (Q - Mxy) dy (3)

d(7sin a - M cos a) = Mx dy + (-Mxy - Q) dx

where M and T are the total bending and twisting moments
in the reinforcement, respectively, and Q is the total shearing
force in the reinforcement.

To proceed with the solution of Eq. (3), first consider Eq.
(1) and introduce the functions 9 and ^ defined as below,
which satisfy the equilibrium Eq. (1):

Fig. 3 Coordinates used to define reinforcement properties.

and reinforcement curvature, respectively (the constitutive
equations for the reinforcement). These are

dx
(4)

T = GnzZksn

M = Eslks
(10)

dy

-Mxy - Q =
dx

(5)

where ESI and GnzJ are the bending and torsional rigidities
of the reinforcement, respectively (see Fig. 3). To proceed
and demonstrate the complete solution, consider a rectan-
gular cross section for the reinforcement. Let h denote the
reinforcement thickness and d the width. Then, the / and /
values are found as

From Eqs. (4) and (5) Mxy and Q are to be found as

Q = 1 /ckp _ djA
" 2 \dy dx)

(6)

(7)

Upon substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eq. (3), and then
integration of the last two moment equations, gives the fol-
lowing:

T sin a — M cos a — fy + e
T cos a + Afs ina = ( p + /

(8)

/ = (dh3/12)
J = [Q.3h3d3/(h2 + d2)]

Combining Eqs. (9-11), the following is derived:

Gnz(Q.3h3d3/h2d2)ksn = ifr sin a + 9 cos a

Es(dh3/12)ks — <p sin a — ^ cos a

(11)

(12)

Eliminating d from Eq. (12) leads to the condition for the
shape of the neutral hole in terms of a(s) and h(s)\

0.3Gn,123(<p sin a - ^ sin a)3 ^ / . x *s-,,0.,——-^r,—:————-———- = E5(«A sm a + cp cos a) —E2h8K2 + 122((p sin a - i/f cos a)2 KJB
(13)

where e and /are constants of integration.

Reinforcement Kinematics
In this section, we present the solution for the shape of the

hole and reinforcement distribution incorporating kinematics
of the reinforcing member. This is different to that of the
planar loading case,4-5 in which the determination of the shape
and reinforcement distribution are uncoupled. An exact so-
lution is obtained within classical laminate theory assump-
tions. Consider a small element of laminate including a por-
tion of the reinforcement. Then (see Fig. 2) the equilibrium
of this element reduce to Eq. (3), whose solution is

T = $ sin a + ( p cos a

M — cp sin a — i// cos a
(9)

The constants of integration e and / are chosen to be zero
without loss of generality. The twisting and bending moment
in the reinforcement are related to the reinforcement twist

The solution to Eq. (13), i.e., obtaining a(s) for a chosen h
(choosing the reinforcement thickness to be uniform and a
certain multiple of the laminate thickness) will give the exact
neutral hole shape. Finally, the reinforcement width distri-
bution is determined from Eq. (12) as

d(s) - [12(9 sin a - ^ cos a)/Esh3ks]

Examples

(14)

Plate Under Bending Moments

In this case, let the plate be under pure bending moments
M! and M2 applied at the edges of the plate whose normals
are x and y axes, respectively. The well-known plate equilib-
rium equations give Mx = Af l9 My = Af2, and Mxy = 0. Then,
from Eqs. (4-7) the functions 9 and $ are determined:

<p = M2x + c1

l/r = Mtf + C2

(15)
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Fig. 4 Reinforcement distribution for moment loading.
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Fig. 5 Reinforcement distribution and hole shape.

where c^ and c2 are constants of integration. These can be
chosen to be zero without loss of generality.

When Eq. (15) is substituted in Eq. (13) and after some
algebraic manipulation, a seventh order polynomial in tan a
is obtained. The roots of this polynomial are obtained to
describe the shape of the neutral hole. The procedure is as
follows. A starting point in the plate is identified. Then the
equations are cast into cylindrical polar coordinates where a
radius vector R(0) is chosen to describe the equation for the
neutral hole as R = R ( d ) . At some initial point, R0, 00 in the
R - 6 plane the roots of Eq. (13) are used to obtain dRIdQ.
Then 9 is incremented in a forward-difference scheme to ob-
tain a new R. At this new R, 9, the above step is repeated.
Inspection of the terms in Eq. (13) case in the R - 9 plane
reveals that R(9) = R(9 + 2?r), thus describing a closed hole.
In fact, Eq. (13) can be used to determine the conditions
under which a closed hole is possible. Once the neutral hole
shape is determined, the reinforcement distribution is easily
computed from Eq. (14). To demonstrate this procedure the
following numerical example is presented.

Example: [ + 407-40]^
Ply Properties: El = 133 GPa, E2 = 9 GPa, G12 = 3

GPa, G23 = 5 GPa, i/12 = 0.26.

Ply Thickness: 1 mm.
Shape of Neutral Hole: The above-explained solution

scheme is implemented to obtain a(s).
Reinforcement Distribution: From Eq. (14) with pre-

scribed thickness (the thickness is chosen to be 16 mm, which
is twice the laminate thickness i).

Results: Presented in Figs. 4 and 5.

Conclusions
In this Note we have presented a method to design the

shape of a cutout and the cutout edge reinforcement distri-
bution for a symmetrically laminated plate, when it is remotely
loaded by uniform bending moments. The case of planar load-
ing for similar laminates was addressed elsewhere.6-7

In the laminated plates we studied, the fibers are straight
in each layer of the plate, and they are tangential to the edge
of the cutout in the reinforcement. This is not a restriction,
as the solution presented could very well accommodate other
types of constitutive models for the reinforcement. Classical
laminate theory to model the laminate and technical beam
theory to model the reinforcement are used. In many practical
constructions, it has been shown before that the bending-
stretching coupling diminishes as the laminate gets thicker.
We have developed the solutions for these unsymmetrical
layups,7 and found that the material coupling has a small effect
on the reinforcement distribution in many cases. Neglecting
this material coupling and using the procedures developed in
Ref. 6 leads to a solution for unsymmetrically laminated plates.

For the case of remotely applied moments, an exact solution
within the context of classical laminate theory is presented.
As mentioned in the introduction, all previous attempts to
obtain a neutral hole have been done without accounting for
flexural plate response, and assuming material isotropy. Here,
both of these restrictions are relaxed. The solutions reported
here are novel and their extension to the more complex case
of laminated cylindrical panels and laminated shells is under-
way.
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